ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Curriculum Check Sheet

Name: 
UH ID #: 
Date Entered Program: 
Admission: Regular x
Conditional

Undergraduate Deficiencies: ate Deficiencies: 
Cleared Conditional Status

Transfer Credits:
Track:
Committee Chair:
Committee Members:

FORM I
Advancement to Candidacy
FORM II
Advancement to Thesis Stage
FORM III
Final Exam/Thesis Approval

GRADUATE DIVISION PROGRESS FORMS

EE TRACKS
COMPUTERS
I. EE 602 II. EE603 EE608 EE665
EE 660 EE604 EE628 EE668
EE606 EE644 EE693(E,F)
EE607 EE661

ELECTRO-PHYSICS
I. EE 620 II. EE623 EE627 EE680
EE 660 EE625 EE628 EE693(C,I,J)
EE 622 EE626 EE673
EE 624
EE 671

SYSTEMS
I. EE 615 II. EE616 EE643 EE651
EE 618 EE631 EE645 EE655
EE 640 EE633 EE646 EE693D
EE 644 EE641 EE648
EE 650 EE642 EE649

NOTES:
Major track 12 credits of 600
2 courses must be from Category I

Any 400 and above courses with advisor's approval

Thesis (9 credits)
EE 699
EE 700

Thesis Defense / / 
Submission of Thesis / / 

GRADUATION DATE:
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